The W105G and W99G sorcin mutants demonstrate the role of the D helix in the Ca(2+)-dependent interaction with annexin VII and the cardiac ryanodine receptor.
Sorcin, a 21.6 kDa two-domain penta-EF-hand (PEF) protein, when activated by Ca(2+) binding, interacts with target proteins in a largely uncharacterized process. The two physiological EF-hands EF3 and EF2 do not belong to a structural pair but are connected by the D helix. To establish whether this helix is instrumental in sorcin activation, two D helix residues were mutated: W105, located near EF3 and involved in a network of interactions, and W99, located near EF2 and facing solvent, were substituted with glycine. Neither mutation alters calcium affinity. The interaction of the W105G and W99G mutants with annexin VII and the cardiac ryanodine receptor (RyR2), requiring the sorcin N-terminal and C-terminal domain, respectively, was studied. Surface plasmon resonance experiments show that binding of annexin VII to W99G occurs at the same Ca(2+) concentration as that of the wild type, whereas W105G requires a significantly higher Ca(2+) concentration. Ca(2+) spark activity of isolated heart cells monitors the sorcin-RyR2 interaction and is unaltered by W105G but is reduced equally by W99G and the wild type. Thus, substitution of W105, via disruption of the network of D helix interactions, affects the capacity of sorcin to recognize and interact with either target at physiological Ca(2+) concentrations, while mutation of solvent-facing W99 has little effect. The D helix appears to amplify the localized structural changes that occur at EF3 upon Ca(2+) binding and thereby trigger a structural rearrangement that enables interaction of sorcin with its molecular targets. The same activation process may apply to other PEF proteins in view of the D helix conservation.